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SUMMARY

The available hinge-moment data for unshielded horn-
balanced control surfaces have been summarized herein.
An attempt has been made to present the data in a form
that may be of some assistance in the preliminary design.
of horn-balanced controls,

The data indicate that ari increase in stick-free
stability can be obtained with a horn balance, but care
must be taken to eliminate the undesirable heaviness of
control foroes that accompanies this increase in stick-
free stability.
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INTRODUCTION

In conjunction with the control-surface investiga-
tion by the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,
the available data on unshielded horn balances have been
summarized herein. The purpose of this paper is to corre-
late the available data and to present them in a form
that may be of some assistance in the estimation of the
~alance characterts~ics for use in the design and alter-
ation of control surfaces’with horn balances. .

The data used in preparing this r6sum6 include the
results of wind-tunnel investigations by the lIACA and by
British experimenters and of flight tests by the NACA.
The data were obtained from references 1 to 6 and from
previously circulated restricted data obtained for the
Bureau of Aeronautics, lJa~y Department.

A bibliography that gives discussions of horn bal-
ances outside the scope df this rc?sumc$is also presented.
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hinge-moment coefficient (H/qE2b; British use
3/qsc I, which should reduce value of Ch by
less than 10 percent for surfaces presented) “

hinge moment of control surface about hinge axis;
positive when moment tends to give positive
deflection

chord of control surface, measured from hinge axis
to trailing edge

mean chord of control surface

root-mesa-square chord of control surface

span of control surface

area of control surf~ce behind hinge axis

balance coefficient
/

f horn area X horn ~c.rn ch~!d .

\~ control-surface area X control-surface mean chord
)

ch6 = (~Ch/~8)~

ACh8 ch6 of control s~rfe,ce with horn balance - c~ of
3

control su?f~.ce tr5thout horn halnnce

%la = (achpa)a

ACha Cha of control surface with horn %alance - C
% ‘f

control surfc.ce without horn balance

c. angle of attack of control surface

8 deflection of control surface

q free-stream dyaemic pressure
(

“’1 a)
_#v ~

P mass density of air

v velocity of air stream

. .

.
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The subscript outside the parentheses in the definitions
of ch8 end cha indicates the variable held constant

during the measurement of the parameter.

Because most of the data used in this r~sum& came
from British reports and the complete data were not avail-
able in many cases~ it was necessary to make the corre-
lation by u9ing av~.ilable parameters. Priestley in ref-
erence 3 presented the horn-balance data in terms of the
parameter

d horn ax ea X horn mean chord .-
control-surface area x control-surface mean ohord

“which is called herein the balance coefficient B. The
data of reference 3, which were presented iu the form of

%18 and Cha , have been replotted in the form of b Ch8

and Acha along with data from references 1, 2, 4 to

6, and unpublished data. It was observed from these
graphs that the balance coefficient B gave a correla-
tion, with a few exceptions, if the horns were divided
according to type into two groups. Inasmuch as the horns
were similar within each .group~. they were designated
type A (fig. 1) and type B (fig. 2). The values of

ACh6 and ACh were plotted for control surfaces with
a

horns of type A in figures 3 and 4 and with horns of
type B in figures 5 and 6. The data for horns of type A
appear to correlate very well, but the values for horns
of type 3 show considerable scatter. 3ecausa t~d s
on the horn depend to so~fip.a~~e, it
would be exp~cted that some factor accounting for the tip
shape would be needed for a correlation of horn balances,
particularly for horns of type B. No attempt was made to
determine a tip-shape factor that would improve the cor-
relation? as no systematic variation of tip shape has
been made.

% The results of thi~ correlation indicate that suffi-
cient data are available for the preliminary design of
horn-balanced control surfaces. The effectiveness of the
horn balance depends on the flow over the tip of the con-
trol surface; it would therefore be advisable to make
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relatively large-scale wind-tunnel tests of horn-balanced
controls before the final design is completed. Appropri-
ate efficiency factors should he epplied to the v~ind-
tunnel data to account for the nonuniform flow along the
span of the coatrol if the control surface is in the wake
of undercarriages, propellers, nacelies, and so forth.

The graph of Cha against ‘%6 for horns of type

A and type B (fig. 7) shows a considerable range in which
an airplane equipped with a horn-balanced control will
be more statle with the stick free than with the stick
fixed; that is, %la is positive while Cbfi remains

negative (reference 7)0 This increase in s~ick-free
sta%ility results from the floating of the control in
such a manner as ta give a returning moment if the air-
plane is displaced. Because the magnitude of control
motion with controls free is a function of %oth Cha
and Cha it is possible, if ‘h8 is small and negative

and Ch is positive, to have the returning moment large
a

enough to displace the airplane in the opposite direc-
tion and set up a condition of continuous steady oscil-
lations (reference 8).

The increase in stick-free stability is accompanied
by an increased heaviness of the control forces. This
increase in heaviness, which is a result of the positive
value of Cha without a comparable change in the value

of Chs > may be eliminated if the value of Ch “ is kept
a

near zero and the negative values of Chx are ~educed

by a balancing tab or by some other mean;. Unpublished
NACA flight-test data as well as theoretics? considera-
tion confirm the foregoing statement. The region in .9

which both C“ and ch6 are positive (fig. 7) is of
‘a

little interest as the control is overbalanced in this
region.

I?orn balances, in general, have proved unsatisfac-
tory for use on ailerons because they are adversely
affected 3Y yaw. The effect of yaw on the tail surfaces
should depend on the shielding ef$ect of the fuselage,
the flow over the tail surface during yaw, and other
characteristics peculiar to each installation, Recent
unpublished flight-test data showed that a control sur-
face with unshielded horns of type A required a large
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push force to prevent upward deflection of the elevator
when the airplane was yavred. No investigation of these
effects or of any possible modifications to help eliminate
the adverse affect has %een made,

cONCLUSIONS .

Prom the data presented ‘in this r~sumd, it would
appear that preliminary designs of horn balances can be
made on the basis of the curves given herein.

The stick+free stability of any airplane can be
improved to some extent ly the use of horn balances, but
care must be taken to eliminate “any ‘un.tesirable heaviness of
control forces.

‘,,,

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory,
ITational Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

Langley Field, Vs..
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